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Its members have been implicated in the remodeling of
chromatin structure in the context of many aspects ofDouble-strand DNA break (DSB) repair by homologous
DNA metabolism such as transcription, recombination,recombination occurs through the RAD52 pathway in
and repair (Kingston et al., 1996). Rad54 might functionSaccharomyces cerevisiae. Its biological importance
together with Rad51 since genetic and physical interac-is underscored by the conservation of many RAD52
tions between these two S. cerevisiae proteins havepathway genes, including RAD54, from fungi to hu-
been observed (Jiang et al., 1996; Clever et al., 1997).mans. We have analyzed the phenotype of mouse

Mechanisms of mammalian DSB repair have been in-RAD542/2 (mRAD542/2) cells. Consistent with a DSB
vestigated with the use of a collection of ionizing radia-repair defect, these cells are sensitive to ionizing
tion–sensitive Chinese hamster cell lines (Jeggo, 1990).radiation, mitomycin C, and methyl methanesulfo-
A number of these cell lines have specific defects in DSBnate, but not to ultraviolet light. Gene targeting experi-
repair, and the correcting genes have been identified.ments demonstrate that homologous recombination
Genetic and biochemical analyses have revealed thatin mRAD542/2 cells is reduced compared to wild-type
these cell lines are defective in DNA end-joining thatcells. These results imply that, besides DNA end-join-
requires no or extremely limited DNA homology (Jeggoing mediated by DNA-dependent protein kinase, ho-
et al., 1995; Roth et al., 1995). Proteins involved in thismologous recombination contributes to the repair of
pathway include the subunits of DNA-dependent proteinDSBs in mammalian cells. Furthermore, we show that
kinase (DNA-PK): the DNA-PK catalytic subunit (DNA-mRAD542/2 mice are viable and exhibit apparently
PKcs) and the Ku70/80 heterodimer, which has DNA end-normal V(D)J and immunoglobulin class-switch re-
binding activity. In contrast to the plethora of yeast mu-combination. Thus, mRAD54 is not required for the
tants, there are no mammalian mutant cell lines withrecombination processes that generate functional im-
documented defects in homologous recombination.munoglobulin and T cell receptor genes.
Therefore, while the contribution of homologous recom-
bination to ionizing radiation resistance in yeast is well
established, its contribution in mammals is unknown.Introduction

Recently, it has been established that many of the
proteins involved in DNA end-joining are also requiredDouble-strand DNA breaks (DSBs) are induced by ioniz-
for immunoglobulin and T cell receptor (TCR) gene re-ing radiation, which is often used in cancer therapy, and
arrangement (Jeggo et al., 1995; Roth et al., 1995). Twoby radiomimetic agents including endogenously pro-
types of DNA rearrangements lead to the production ofduced radicals. Accurate repair of these genotoxic le-
functional immunoglobulin genes during B cell develop-sions is essential for the prevention of chromosomal
ment. The first is V(D)J recombination, which determinesfragmentation, translocations, and deletions. All of these
the antigenic specificity of the encoded antibody. It oc-forms of genomic instability can lead to carcinogenesis
curs at recombination signal sequences and is initiatedthrough activation of oncogenes, inactivation of tumor
by a site-specific DSB introduced by the RAG1 andsuppressor genes, or loss of heterozygosity. Insight into
RAG2 proteins (Gellert, 1996). Additional proteins re-the mechanisms of DSB repair in mammals is crucial
quired for V(D)J recombination include DNA-PK andfor an understanding of the biological consequences of
XRCC4 (Gellert, 1996). Functional TCR genes are alsoexposure to ionizing radiation.
assembled through V(D)J recombination. The secondMutants in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae RAD52
DNA rearrangement is immunoglobulin class-switch re-epistasis group are defective in DSB repair through ho-
combination, which changes the constant region of themologous recombination and displaysensitivity to ioniz-

ing radiation and the alkylating agent methyl methane- immunoglobulin heavy (H) chain, thereby switching the
isotype of the encoded antibody (Harriman et al., 1993).sulfonate (MMS) (Game, 1993; Haber, 1995). Recently,
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While the early immune response in mice is dominated motifs implicated in the essential DNA-dependent ATPase
activity. Moreover, aberrant RNA splicing that skipsby expression of immunoglobulin M(IgM) and IgD,class-

switch recombination allows expression of IgG1, IgG2a, the targeted exon would result in a frameshift muta-
tion. Three disruption constructs containing the neomy-IgG2b, IgG3, IgA, and IgE. Class-switch recombination

is more reminiscent of homologous recombination than cin-, hygromycin-, and puromycin-selectable markers
were made. They are referred to as mRAD54307neo,of site-specific recombination, because it involves

switch regions that vary between 2 and 10 kb and con- mRAD54307hyg, and mRAD54307pur, respectively.
The mRAD54307neo construct was electroporated intotain a large array of short repeated sequences. In con-

trast to V(D)J recombination, enzymatic activities re- E14 ES cells. After selection, targeted clones were iden-
tified by DNA blotting using a unique probe outside thequired for class-switch recombination have not yet been

identified. Since the expression of all mammalian RAD52 targeting construct (Figure 1B). Multiple independent
cell lines containing one disrupted mRAD54 allele weregroup genes, isolated to date, is increased in organs of

lymphoid development, it is of considerable interest to obtained at a frequency of approximately 40%. The sec-
ond wild-type allele was disrupted by targeting withdetermine whether they are involved in immunoglobulin

and TCR gene rearrangements. either the mRAD54307hyg or the mRAD54307pur construct.
Several double-knockout cell lines in which the re-To address whether recombinational repair contrib-

utes to ionizing radiation resistance in mammals, we maining wild-type allele was replaced by mRAD54307hyg

or mRAD54307pur, respectively, were obtained. In addi-have generated mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells in
which both alleles of mRAD54 have been disrupted. tion, heterozygous mutant cell lines in which the tar-

geting constructs had replaced the previously targetedThese cells have a reduced level of homologous recom-
bination as measured by gene targeting. This observa- mRAD54307neo allele instead of the wild-type allele (Figure

1B) were obtained. No significant difference in growthtion provides genetic evidence for the functional con-
servation of the RAD52 homologous recombination rate between mRAD541/1 ES cells and all of the different

mRAD541/2 and mRAD542/2 ES cell lines was detectedpathway in mammalian cells. Significantly, mRAD542/2

cells display sensitivity to ionizing radiation, mitomycin (data not shown). We conclude that, similar to the situa-
tion in S. cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombeC, and MMS compared to otherwise isogenic wild-type

and heterozygous mutant cell lines. These results sug- (Muris et al., 1996), disruption of the RAD54 homolog in
mouse cells results in viable cells.gest that besides DNA end-joining, homologous recom-

bination contributes to ionizing radiation resistance in We next investigated the consequence of disrupting
mRAD54 at the protein level. The mRAD54 cDNA en-mammalian cells. To assess the biological impact of

homologous recombination at the level of the intact or- codes a protein of 747 amino acids with a predicted
molecular weight of 84.6 kDa. The human homolog ofganism, we generated mRAD542/2 mice. In contrast to

inactivation of the mRAD51 gene, which causes an em- mRad54 is 94% identical and migrates at this predicted
molecular weight (Kanaar et al., 1996; data not shown).bryonic lethal phenotype (Lim and Hasty, 1996; Tsuzuki

et al., 1996), mRAD542/2 mice are viable. Analyses of A protein of the expected molecular weight was de-
tected in extracts from HeLa cells and from wild-typecell surface markers, indicative of V(D)J recombination,

on cells isolated from thymus, bone marrow, peritoneal and mRAD541/2 mouse ES cells by immunoblotting
using affinity-purified anti-hRad54 antibodies (Figurecavity, and spleen have not revealed a difference be-

tween mRAD541/1 and mRAD542/2 mice. In addition, 1C). In contrast, the protein could not be detected in
mRAD542/2 ES cells. The nature of the 110 kDa pro-the level of different immunoglobulin subclasses in the

serum of mutant mice is similar to that found in wild- tein that cross-reacted with the anti-hRad54 antibodies
is unknown. In addition, RNA blotting experimentstype mice. These results show that mRAD54 is not re-

quired for V(D)J and immunoglobulin class-switch re- showed that the mRAD54 transcript, though present in
mRAD541/1 and mRAD541/2 ES cells, was not detect-combination.
able in mRAD542/2 ES cells (data not shown). We con-
clude that disruption of both copies of mRAD54 exon

Results 4 results in an mRAD54 null mutation.

Generation of mRAD54-Disrupted Mouse Cells
We generated mouse ES cells lacking mRad54 to deter- mRAD542/2 ES Cells Are Sensitive to Ionizing

Radiation and MMSmine the phenotype of a mammalian RAD54 mutant.
Using the mRAD54 cDNA as a probe, the mRAD54 geno- S. cerevisiae RAD52-group mutants, including rad54D,

are sensitive to ionizing radiation and MMS. We there-mic locus was isolated by screening a lambda and a
cosmid library made from strain 129/Sv genomic DNA. fore investigated the effect of these DNA-damaging

agents on mRAD542/2 ES cells. They were found to beThree clones that spanned the approximately 30 kb
mRAD54 genomic locus (Figure 1A) were obtained. The approximately 2.3-fold more sensitive to g-irradiation

than mRAD541/1 and mRAD541/2 cells (Figure 2A). Inlocus was extensively characterized by restriction site
mapping and sequencing of intron–exon borders. The this experiment and all others described in this article,

no significant difference was found between wild-typeEcoRI fragment containing exon 4 was subcloned and
disrupted by insertion of selectable marker genes at a and heterozygous mutant cells. In addition, mRAD542/2

cells were found to be 3- to 4-fold more sensitive toposition corresponding to nucleotide position 307 in the
mRAD54 cDNA. The insertion results in elimination of MMS than mRAD541/1 and mRAD541/2 cells (Figure

2B). These results are consistent with the notion that S.90% of the protein, including all seven highly conserved
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Figure 1. Characterization of the mRAD54
Genomic Locus and Generation of mRAD54-
Disrupted Mouse ES Cells

(A) Structure of the genomic mRAD54 locus
and gene targeting constructs. The top line
represents the approximately 30 kb mRAD54
genomic locus. All 18 exons that make up the
mRAD54 cDNA are indicated by boxes. The
exons containing the start and stop codons
are represented by open boxes. The dashed
line above exons 7 and 8 indicates the posi-
tion of the probe used to screen for the dis-
rupted allele. Shown are the locations of se-
lected restriction sites. The middle line
represents the targeting constructs and
shows the position of the selectable marker
genes neomycin (neo), hygromycin (hyg), and
puromycin (pur) in exon 4. The disrupted ge-
nomic locus is represented by the bottom
line. The vertical lines in the double-headed
arrow indicate the relative position of the di-
agnostic StuI site in the three marker genes.
(B) DNA blot of mRAD54 wild-type and mu-
tant ES cells. ES cells were electroporated
with the three different targeting constructs.
Genomic DNA was isolated from individual
clones and digested with StuI. Clones con-
taining the homologously integrated tar-
geting constructs were identified by DNA
blotting using the probe indicated in (A). Het-
erozygous mutant cell lines containing the
mRAD54307neo allele were subsequently tar-
geted with the mRAD54307hyg and mRAD54307pur

targeting constructs to generate mRAD542/2

cell lines.
(C) Immunoblot of protein extracts from mRAD54 wild-type and mutant ES cells. Protein extracts from mRAD541/1, mRAD541/2, mRAD542/2,
and HeLa cells were separated on an 8% SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gel, transfered to nitrocellulose, and hybridized with affinity-
purified anti-hRad54 antibodies. Detection was performed with alkaline phosphatase–coupled goat anti-rabbit antibodies. The sizes of the
protein molecular weight markers are indicated in kilodaltons on the right. The arrowheads indicate the position of the mammalian Rad54
proteins.

cerevisiae RAD54 and mRAD54 are functional homologs sensitivity of the cells to ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, which
causes damage that is repaired primarily by nucleotide(Kanaar et al., 1996). We conclude that disruption of

RAD54 in S. cerevisiae and in mouse ES cells results in excision repair. No significant difference in sensitivity
was detected among mRAD541/1, mRAD541/2, anda qualitatively similar phenotype with respect to ionizing

radiation and MMS sensitivity. mRAD542/2 ES cells (Figure 3B).

Homologous Recombination in mRAD542/2mRAD542/2 ES Cells Are Sensitive to Mitomycin C
but Not to Ultraviolet Light ES Cells Is Reduced

It is generally believed that homologous recombination,Mitomycin C introduces interstrand cross-links in DNA
(Tomasz et al., 1987). We tested mRAD542/2 cells for resulting in targeted integration, is relatively rare in

mammalian cells compared to illegitimate recombina-sensitivity to this agent because DSBs are likely inter-
mediates in the repair of such lesions. mRAD542/2 tion, resulting in random integration. However, it has

previously been demonstrated that homologous rathercells were found to be 2- to 3-fold more sensitive
to mitomycin C than mRAD541/1 and mRAD541/2 cells than illegitimate recombination can be predominant in

mammalian cells (te Riele et al., 1992). To test whether(Figure 3A). To prove that the phenotype of the
mRAD542/2 cells was caused exclusively by the disrup- mRAD54 is involved in homologous recombination

in mouse ES cells, we performed gene targeting ex-tion of mRAD54, cDNA rescue experiments were per-
formed. mRAD54307neo/hyg cells were electroporated with periments. mRAD54 wild-type, heterozygous mutant

(mRAD54307neo/1), and double-knockout (mRAD54307neo/hyg)a cDNA construct expressing mRad54 together with a
plasmid expressing the dominant selectable marker pu- cells were electroporated with a construct designed to

target the mouse CSB locus (van der Horst et al., 1997).romycin. Puromycin-resistant colonies were character-
ized by DNA blotting and immunoblot analysis to identify This targeting construct is referred to as CSB-pur since

it contains a phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) promoter-cell lines that stably expressed mRad54 (data not
shown). The cDNA construct fully corrected the mitomy- driven puromycin resistance gene as a dominant se-

lectable marker. The total number of puromycin-resis-cin C sensitivity of mRAD542/2 ES cells (Figure 3A). To
show that the mRAD542/2 ES cells were specifically tant colonies obtained was similar for each genotype

(see legend to Table 1). Genomic DNA was isolateddeficient in recombinational DNA repair, we tested the
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Table 1. Homologous Recombination Is Reduced in mRAD542/2

ES Cells: Percentages of Homologous Integration Events
among Total Number of Integration Events

Targeting Construct

ES Cell Genotype CSB-pur RB-pur RB-hyg

mRAD541/1 18% (10/56) ND ND
mRAD54neo/1 20% (19/95) 20% (19/96) 13% (10/76)
mRAD54neo/hyg 4% (3/69) 3% (2/61) NA
mRAD54neo/pur NA NA ,1% (0/82)

ES cells of the indicated genotype were electroporated with the
indicated targeting constructs. The frequency of drug resistant
clones obtained for each genotype was similar. It varied from 2 to
5 3 1024 for CSB-pur, from 2.5 to 3.5 3 1024 for RB-pur, and fromFigure 2. Effect of Ionizing Radiation and MMS on Wild-type and
3 to 6 3 1025 for RB-hyg. Values shown are the percentage of clonesMutant mRAD54 ES Cells
containing homologously integrated targeting construct relative to(A) Clonogenic survival of mRAD541/1, mRAD541/2, and mRAD542/2

the total number of analyzed clones; absolute numbers are givenES cells after treatmentwith increasing doses of g-rays.After irradia-
in parentheses. No significant difference inthe frequencyof homolo-tion, cells were plated and allowed to form individual colonies. The
gous integration of CSB-pur was observed in the mRAD541/1 andpercentage of surviving cells as measured by their colony-forming
mRAD541/2 cell lines (p . 0.5 by chi-squared analysis). In contrast,ability is plotted as a function of the g-ray dose. For all survival
this frequency was significantly different between those cell linesexperiments described in this article, cells were grown for 7–10
and the mRAD542/2 cell line (p , 0.01). The frequency between thedays after treatment and subsequently fixed, stained, and counted.
mRAD541/2 and mRAD542/2 cell lines for RB-pur and RB-hyg wasCloning efficiencies varied from 10% to 30%. All measurements
also significantly different (p , 0.01 and p , 0.005, respectively).were performed in triplicate. Consistent results were obtained
ND, not determined; NA, not applicable.among different sets of experiments. The mutant cells used in the

survival experiments were mRAD54307neo/1 and mRAD54307neo/hyg.
(B) Clonogenic survival of mRAD541/1, mRAD541/2, and mRAD542/2

ES cells after treatment with increasing concentrations of MMS. in mRAD541/1 and mRAD54307neo/1 cells, respectively.
Fresh serial dilutions of MMS were prepared in PBS and added to In contrast, only 4% of the mRAD54307neo/hyg puromycin-the growth medium for 1 hr, after which the cells were washed twice

resistant colonies contained homologously integratedwith PBS and returned to fresh growth medium.
CSB-pur DNA.

To exclude the possibility that the reduction of homol-
ogous recombination in mRAD542/2 cells was due tofrom individual clones and analyzed by DNA blotting to
the nature of the CSB locus, we performed additionaldiscriminate between homologous and random integra-
targeting experiments to the mouse RB locus, which istion events. Targeting efficiency was measured as the
unrelated to the CSB locus. An RB-pur construct hadpercentage of clones containing the homologously inte-
a targeting efficiency of 20% in heterozygous mutantgrated targeting construct relative to the total number of
mRAD54 cells (Table 1). This efficiency was identical toanalyzed drug-resistant clones (Table 1). The targeting
the one found for CSB-pur. Significantly, homologousefficiency of the CSB-pur construct was 18% and 20%
integration of the RB-pur construct was reduced ap-
proximately 7-fold in mRAD542/2 cells. In addition, the
targeting efficiency of a second RB targeting construct
(RB-hyg) containing the hygromycin resistance gene as
selectable marker was determined in an independently
obtained mRAD542/2 cell line (mRAD54307neo/pur). The tar-
geting efficiency of this construct was more than 10-
fold reduced in the mRAD542/2 cell line compared to
the mRAD541/2 control cell line.

In summary, the gene targeting experiments showed
that homologous recombination was reduced in two
different targeting loci and in two independently gener-
ated mRAD542/2 cell lines. These experiments provide
genetic evidence for involvement of mRAD54 in homolo-
gous recombination in mammalian cells. Interestingly,

Figure 3. Effect of Mitomycin C and UV Light on Wild-type and
homologous recombination was not completely inacti-Mutant mRAD54 ES Cells
vated in mRAD542/2 cells.

(A) Clonogenic survival of mRAD541/1, mRAD541/2, and mRAD542/2

ES cells after treatment with increasing concentrations of the cross-
Generation of mRAD54-Deficient Micelinking agent mitomycin C and rescue of the mitomycin C sensitivity

of mRAD542/2 cells with an mRAD54 cDNA expression construct. The experiments described above show that absence
This survival experiment was performed as described for the MMS of mRad54 is compatible with normal ES cell growth.
treatment. An mRAD542/2 cell line containing randomly integrated Subsequently, we investigated whether mRad54 is re-
mRAD54 cDNA expression constructs was obtained as described quired for normal mouse development. Two of the tar-
in Experimental Procedures. Expression of mRad54 in this cell line

geted ES clones, carrying the mRAD54307neo allele, werewas verified by immunoblot experiments.
injected into C57BL/6 blastocysts. One clone transmit-(B) Clonogenic survival of mRAD541/1, mRAD541/2, and mRAD542/2

ES cells after treatment with increasing doses of UV light. ted the disrupted mRAD54 allele to the mouse germline.
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Two chimeras transmitted the coat color encoded by
the ES cell genome to almost all of their 65 offspring, of
which 29 were heterozygous for the disrupted mRAD54
allele. F1 heterozygous offspring were intercrossed, and
F2 offspring were genotyped by DNA blotting or poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) analysis or both (data not
shown). Among 52 genotyped animals, 12 mRAD541/1,
29 mRAD541/2, and 11 mRAD542/2 animals were identi-
fied. This outcome is consistent with a normal Mende-
lian segregation of the disrupted mRAD54 allele. Thus,
an mRAD54 null mutation does not result in embryonic
or neonatal lethality. No statistically significant differ-
ence in weight was observed among mRAD542/2,
mRAD541/2, and mRAD541/1 littermates. Importantly,
the mRAD542/2 mice exhibited no macroscopic abnor-
malities up to at least 5 months of age.

mRad54 Protein Is Not Required
for V(D)J Recombination
To investigate whether mRAD54 is necessary for the
processing of DSBs during V(D)J recombination, we ex-
amined the expression of immunoglobulin and TCR
genes in the mRAD542/2 mice by flow cytometry. In the
thymus, the total quantity of cells, the CD4/CD8 profile,
and the expression of TCRab or TCRgd were normal
(Figure 4). In addition, no accumulation of immature Thy-
11/Il-2R1 thymocytes, as occurs in RAG1- or RAG2-
deficient mice (Mombaerts et al., 1992; Shinkai et al.,
1992), was observed in mRAD542/2 mice, and normal
quantities of CD41 and CD81 cells were present in the
spleen (data not shown). Thus, TCR expression and the
differentiation process leading to the generation of ma-
ture single-positive T cells occurs efficiently in the ab-

Figure 4. Analysis of V(D)J Recombination in mRAD54 Wild-typesence of mRad54.
and Mutant MiceB cell development was studied by analysis of surface
Flow cytometric analysis of indicated tissues in 5-week-oldexpression of B220, CD43, IgM, and IgD, which resolve
mRAD541/2 and mRAD542/2 mice. For thymus cell suspensions, theB cell progenitors into discrete stages (Hardy et al.,
percentages of cells that express CD4 and/or CD8, as well as the

1991). No differences among mRAD541/1, mRAD541/2, percentages of CD31TCRab1 and CD31TCRab2 (i.e., TCRgd1) cells,
and mRAD542/2 mice were observed in the various B are indicated. Bone marrow cells were stained with anti-IgM, anti-
cell progenitors in the bone marrow. The transition of B220, and anti-CD43. IgM2 B cell progenitors are displayed, and

the percentages of total bone marrow cells that are B2201CD431B2201CD431 pro–B cells to B2201CD432 pre–B cells,
pro-B cells and B2201CD432 pre-B cells are indicated. For spleenwhich marks the completion of functional immunoglobu-
cell suspensions the percentages of IgM1IgD1B2201 cells are given.lin H V(D)J recombination, is not affected by the absence
Shown are representative experiments from analyses of six

of mRad54 (Figure 4). In theperitoneal cavity thequantity mRAD542/2 and six control mice (mRAD541/1 and mRAD541/2). Data
of conventional B cells and CD51 B cells was in the are shown as 5% probability contour plots. Dead cells were gated
normal range (data not shown). In addition, the quantity out based on forward and side scatter characteristics. The x and y

axes are logarithmic, spanning values from 100 to 104.of B cells in the spleen and their IgM/IgD profiles were
normal (Figure 4). These results show that mRad54 is
not essential for V(D)J recombination. IgG1, IgG2a, IgG2b, IgG3, IgA, and IgE, were indis-

tinguishable among mRAD541/1, mRAD541/2, and
mRAD542/2 mice (Figure 5). These results show thatmRad54 Protein Is Not Required for Immunoglobulin

H Chain Class-Switch Recombination mRAD542/2 cells are proficient in immunoglobulin iso-
type switching.B cells can join the V(D)J exon to different downstream

effector H chain constant regions by recombination be-
tween repetitive switch regions present 59 of each germ- Discussion
line H chain constant region. To investigate whether
mRAD54 is involved in the immunoglobulin H chain The importance of the RAD52 DNA repair pathway in

the yeast S. cerevisiae has been well established. Theclass-switch recombination from IgM to IgG, IgA and
IgE, we determined the levels of immunoglobulin sub- pathway is pivotal in maintaining genomic stability by

accurately repairing DSBs through homologous recom-classes in the serum using an enzyme-linked immuno-
sorbent assay (ELISA). The concentrations of IgM as well bination (Game, 1993; Haber, 1995). In stark contrast,

the contribution of homologous recombination to theas the concentrations of secondary isotypes, including
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mammalian RAD51 gene has an additional, yet unidenti-
fied, essential function. A number of additional recA
analogs have been identified in yeast, and they are likely
to exist in mammals as well. If these analogs do exist
in mammals, they apparently are unable to take over
the essential function of mammalian RAD51.

Here, we demonstrate that in contrast to mRAD512/2

cells, mRAD542/2 cells are viable (Figure 1). Disruption
of one or both mRAD54 alleles has no negative effect
on the growth rate and cloning efficiency of the cells.
In all of the experiments performed to date, no pheno-
type of heterozygous mutant mRAD54 cells has been
detected. In contrast, mRAD542/2 cells are sensitive to
ionizing radiation and MMS (Figure 2). These pheno-
types are similar to those of S. cerevisiae rad54D cells.
mRAD542/2 cells display a sensitivity to ionizing radia-
tion that is quantitatively similar to that of mouse ATM2/2

ES cells (Xu and Baltimore, 1996). ATM2/2 ES cells con-
tain a disruption in the mouse homolog of the human
ATM gene, which is responsible for the ataxia telangiec-

Figure 5. Analysis of Immunoglobulin Class Switch Recombination tasia syndrome (Meyn, 1995). Whereas RAD54 is likely
in mRAD54 Wild-type and Mutant Mice

to be involved directly in the repair of DNA damage,
Serum concentrations of immunoglobulin subclasses in unimmu-

ATM is probably required indirectly, by mediating propernized 2-month-old mice, determined by sandwich ELISA. Five mice
cell cycle arrest upon the induction of DNA breakshad IgE levels below the detection limit of the assay (0.1 mg/ml).
(Meyn, 1995). An abnormal G1 checkpoint function inSix mRAD542/2 mice were analyzed; the control group consisted

of three mRAD541/1 and five mRAD541/2 mice. ATM2/2 cells is reflected by the increased level of radio-
resistant DNA synthesis in these cells (Barlow et al.,
1996). In contrast, we observed no increase in radiore-
sistant DNA synthesis in mRAD542/2 cells, suggestingrepair of DNA damage in mammals is currently unclear.
that this checkpoint is not affected by the absence ofThe recent isolation of human and mouse genes with
mRad54 (data not shown).similarity to the RAD52 group genes suggests that this

Analyses of DSB repair-deficient mammalian cell linesDNA repair pathway is conserved in mammals. In this
have shown that DNA end-joining, involving DNA-PK,article, we report our use of reverse genetics to show
plays a prominent role in repair of ionizing radiation–that the mouse RAD52 group member, mRAD54, is in-
induced DNA damage (Jeggo, 1990; Jeggo et al., 1995).volved in homologous recombination and contributes
Defective DNA-PKcs activity is associated with theto the repair of certain types of DNA damage. Similar
mouse scid mutation (Blunt et al., 1995; Kirchgessnerresults have been obtained with the use of a chicken-
et al., 1995; Peterson et al., 1995). The scid mutationderived cell line (Bezzubova et al., 1997 [this issue of
confers a 2- to 3-fold radiosensitivity in mice and theirCell]). Together, these results provide compelling ge-
derived tissues and cells (Biedermann et al., 1991). Anetic evidence for the functional conservation of the
similar severity in ionizing radiation sensitivity is seenRAD52 homologous recombination pathway from yeast
in mRAD542/2 ES cells, which appear to be impaired into mammals.
homology-dependent DNA repair (see below). Interest-
ingly, mRAD542/2 cells are sensitive to mitomycin C

The Phenotype of mRAD542/2 ES Cells Is (Figure 3), while mouse cells containing the scid muta-
Consistent with a Defect in DSB Repair tion are not mitomycin C sensitive (Biedermann et al.,
S. cerevisiae strains carrying mutations in the RAD52 1991; Hendrickson et al., 1991). One form of DNA dam-
group genes are sensitive to ionizing radiation. RAD51, age introduced by mitomycin C is an interstrand cross-
RAD52, and RAD54 form a distinct subset because mu- link. An intermediate in the repair of these lesions is
tations in these genes result in higher X-ray sensitivity believed to be a DSB. Thus, although both DNA end-
than mutations in the other RAD52 group genes. In addi- joining and homologous recombination pathways can
tion, they have been most convincingly implicated in contribute to the repair of DSBs, specialized roles for
DSB repair (Game, 1993). Analysis of the effect of the either pathway may exist (see below). Now that mutants
RAD52 group genes in mammalian cells requires mutant in both repair pathways are available, the specific roles
cell lines. To date, however, only targeted disruption of of the different DSB repair pathways in mammals can
a single mRAD51 allele in mouse ES cells has been be clarified.
described. Homozygous null mutants could not be iso-
lated, either by growing mRAD511/2 cells under elevated
drug concentrations or by targeting the mRAD51 alleles mRAD54 Is Involved in Homologous

Recombination in Mammalian Cellswith two different selectable markers (Lim and Hasty,
1996; Tsuzuki et al., 1996). These results suggest that The involvement of the RAD52 group genes in homolo-

gous recombination in S. cerevisiae and S. pombe hasmRAD512/2 cells are inviable because either mRad51-
dependent DNA repair is essential in mammals or the been clearly established. Homologous integration in S.
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cerevisiae is approximately 8-fold reduced in rad51 that V(D)J recombination can take place efficiently under
conditions of reduced homologous recombination.strains and is virtually eliminated in rad52 strains com-

pared to wild-type controls (Schiestl et al., 1994). S. In addition to V(D)J recombination, immunoglobulin
genes can undergo class-switch recombination, whichpombe strains containing disrupted RAD51 and RAD54

homologs are approximately 15-fold reduced in homolo- controls antibody isotype. In contrast to V(D)J recombi-
nation, immunoglobulin class-switch recombination isgous integration, while mutations in the RAD52 homolog

reduce homologous integration 2-fold (Muris et al., more reminiscent of homologous recombination since
it occurs between regions containing repetitive se-1997). In general, homologous recombination in mam-

malian cells is relatively rare compared to random inte- quences (Harriman et al., 1993). However, the recombi-
nation break points are not always within the repetitivegration. The use of an isogenic targeting construct is

considered to be one of the most important require- sequences (Dunnick et al., 1993). A possible relationship
between homologous recombination and immunoglob-ments for efficient homologous integration in mammals

because DNA mismatch repair suppresses homeolo- ulin class-switch recombination is suggested by im-
munolocalization experiments. Anti-hRad51 antibodygous recombination (te Riele et al., 1992; de Wind et al.,

1995). With the use of isogenic targeting constructs, staining appears to be confined to mouse B cells,
switching from expression of IgM to IgG antibodies (Liwe have shown that mRAD54 is required for efficient

homologous integration in mouse ES cells. In its ab- et al., 1996). However, as Figure 5 shows, the concentra-
tion of antibodies of all major isotypes is similar in thesence, homologous integration is 5- to 10-fold reduced

(Table 1). These results imply that gene targeting in serum of mRAD541/1 and mRAD542/2 mice. These re-
sults imply that mRad54 does not play a major role inmammalian cells can occur through a RAD52-like re-

combination pathway. immunoglobulin class-switch recombination.
The analysis of the immune system of mRAD542/2

mice presented in this article shows that immunoglobu-
mRAD54-Deficient Mice Are Viable lin gene rearrangements can take place in the absence
To determine the biological effects of mutations in mam- of mRad54. A role for the mammalian RAD52-group
malian RAD52 group genes at the whole-animal level, genes in the development of the immune system was
mice containing disrupted RAD52 group genes are in- suggested by the observation that all of these genes
valuable. It is difficult to uncover these effects in are highly expressed in organs of lymphoid develop-
mRAD512/2 mice because they have an early embryonic ment, such as thymus and spleen. We show here that
lethal phenotype (Lim and Hasty, 1996; Tsuzuki et al., mRAD54 is not required for immunoglobulin and TCR
1996). In contrast, the absence of mRAD54 iscompatible gene rearrangements. Our results do not exclude the
with normal mouse development. Interbreeding of F1 possibility that mRAD54 function is redundant (see be-
mRAD54 heterozygous mutant mice results in F2 off- low) or that the absence of mRad54 results in subtle
spring in which all three genotypes are detected in a effects on the exact sequences of joints between the
Mendelian ratio. This proves that disruption of mRAD54 various immunoglobulin and TCR gene segments.
does not interfere with embryonic or neonatal develop-
ment. mRAD542/2 mice are healthy, without gross ab-

Possible Redundancy of mRAD54 Functionnormalities, up to at least 5 months of age. Although
At present it is unclear whether there is redundancy inmRNA expression of all isolated mammalian RAD52
any of the functions of mRAD54. Duplication of DNAgroup genes is increased in testis, mRAD542/2 mice
repair genes during evolution is not uncommon. Forproduce offspring (data not shown). This shows that
example, there areat least twohuman and mouse homo-mRAD54 has no essential function in meiosis, although
logs of the yeast DNA repair genes RAD6 and RAD23.more subtle meiotic defects have to be analyzed in more
In addition, the RAD52-group genes RAD55 and RAD57detail.
show sequence similarity to RAD51, and overexpression
of RAD51 suppresses DNA repair phenotypes of rad55
and rad57 cells (Hays et al., 1995; Johnson and Syming-V(D)J Recombination and Class Switch

Recombination Occur in ton, 1995). Genes with some similarity to RAD54 have
been identified in yeast and humans (Stayton et al., 1994;mRAD54-Deficient Mice

The mammalian germline genome does not contain Eki et al., 1996). They are clearly not as closely related
to RAD54 as are hRAD54 and mRAD54, and no func-functional immunoglobulin and TCR genes. Instead,

they are generated throughrearrangements of gene seg- tional data on these genes are available. The repair and
recombination phenotypes of RAD54-deficient S. cere-ments during B and T cell development. In mice and

humans, functional immunoglobulin and TCR genes are visiae and mouse cells demonstrate that some functions
of RAD54 are not redundant. However, although homol-generated through V(D)J recombination. V(D)J recombi-

nation is initiated by a site-specific DSB, and a number ogous recombination is reduced in mRAD542/2 cells, it
is not completely absent. In addition, we have not yetof genes involved in DNA end-joining take part in pro-

cessing this DSB (Jeggo et al., 1995; Gellert, 1996). Con- uncovered an obvious meiotic phenotype of mRAD542/2

mice. These observations suggest that mRAD54 homo-sequently, B and T cell development is arrested at an
early stage in mice homozygous for a disruption of the logs with specialized functions might exist.

Besides redundancy of mRAD54 function, there couldDNA-PK component Ku80 (Nussenzweig et al., 1996;
Zhu et al., 1996). In contrast, B and T cell development is be redundancy in DNA repair pathways. The same end

point may be reached by different repair pathwaysnormal in mRAD542/2 mice (Figure 4). This result implies
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ES Cell Culture and Electroporationthrough distinct mechanisms. For example, a role for
E14 ES cells (kindly provided by A. Berns, The Netherlands CancerDNA end-joining in the repair of ionizing radiation–
Institute, Amsterdam) were electroporated with the mRAD54307neo

induced DNA damage has been clearly demonstrated,
targeting construct and cultured on gelatinized dishes as described

and we show here that homologous recombination also (Zhou et al., 1995). G418 was added 24 hr after electroporation to
contributes to ionizing radiation resistance. The two a final concentration of 200 mg/ml, and the cells were maintained

under selection for 6–8 days. Genomic DNA from individual G418-DNA repair pathways might differ in tissue, cell cycle,
resistant clones was digested with StuI and analyzed by DNA blot-and/or damage specificity since they may have different
ting using a flanking probe. Targeted clones with the expectedproperties. In this respect, the pathways are likely to
hybridizing StuI fragments were subsequently screened with a frag-differ in the accuracy of repair. DNA end-joining might
ment of the neomycin resistance gene to confirm proper homolo-

not result in accurate repair since nucleotides at the gous integration. To obtain ES cell lines carrying a disruption in
break could be added or lost and incorrect ends might both mRAD54 alleles, an mRAD54307neo-targeted ES cell line was

electroporated with the mRAD54307hyg targeting construct. After se-be joined. In contrast, homologous recombination en-
lection with hygromycin B (200 mg/ml) for 10 days, colonies weresures accurate repair because the undamaged sister
isolated and expanded. Using the same flanking probe as was usedchromatid or homologous chromosome is used as a
in the mRAD54307neo targeting experiment, cell lines containing thetemplate. While accurate repair seems critical for germ
homologously integrated mRAD54307hyg construct in either the wild-

and stem cells, inaccurate repair could be more easily type or the previously targeted mRAD54 allele were obtained. In a
tolerated by differentiated somatic cells given that a similar experiment with the mRAD54307pur targeting construct,

mRAD54307neo/pur double-knockout andmRAD54307pur/1 single targetedlarge fraction of their genome is no longer functional.
cell lines were obtained. Clones were selected with puromycin (1
mg/ml) for 10 days.

The RAD52 Homologous Recombination
Pathway Is Functionally Conserved Cell Survival Curves

The sensitivity of ES cells to increasing doses of DNA-damagingfrom Yeast to Mammals
agents was determined by measuring their colony-forming ability.The accumulated evidence for the functional conserva-
ES cells were trypsinized and counted. Various cell dilutions weretion of the RAD52 pathway in mammals is now extremely
aliquoted onto gelatinized 60 mm dishes, and after 12–24 hr, cells

compelling. First, both Rad51 and Rad54 are highly con- were incubated 1–2 hr in drug-containing media. Ionizing radiation
served from yeast tomammals, despite their large evolu- sensitivity was determined by comparing the colony-forming ability
tionary distance. Second, key steps in homologous re- of targeted ES cells after irradiation with an 137Cs source. For UV

irradiation (254 nm), the medium was replaced with PBS prior tocombination—the search for homology and strand
exposure. Cells were grown for 7–10 days, fixed, stained, andexchange—are mediated in vitro by the purified yeast
counted. All measurements were performed in triplicate.and human Rad51 proteins (Benson et al., 1994; Sung,

1994; Sung and Robberson, 1995; Baumann et al., 1996;
Rescue of mRAD542/2 Cells by cDNA ExpressionGupta et al., 1997). Third, human RAD54 can partially
The mRAD54 cDNA was subcloned in pPGK-p(A). This cDNA ex-complement certain DNA repair phenotypes of S. cere-
pression construct was coelectroporated with a PGK puromycin

visiae rad54D cells (Kanaar et al., 1996). Fourth, mouse plasmid in mRAD54307neo/hyg cells. Clones were selected with puromy-
RAD542/2 cells have a qualitatively similar phenotype cin (1 mg/ml) for 10 days. Integration of the cDNA construct and
compared to S. cerevisiae rad54D cells with respect to mRad54 expression were confirmed by DNA blotting and immu-

noblot analysis, respectively.ionizing radiation and MMS sensitivity (Figure 2). Fifth,
mouse RAD542/2 cells are impaired in homologous re-

Homologous Targeting of RB and CSB Locicombination (Table 1). Since mRAD542/2 mice are via-
Targeting and subsequent analysis of the RB and CSB loci in E14,ble, they provide an experimental mouse model with a
mRAD541/2, and mRAD542/2 ES cells were done as described pre-defined defect in a gene implicated in homology-depen-
viously (Zhou et al., 1995). The targeting constructs 129RB-hyg anddent DSB repair and permit detailed assessment of the
129RB-puro were kindly provided by H. te Riele (The Netherlands

importance of this process for genetic stability, onco- Cancer Institute, Amsterdam). The targeting construct CSB-pur was
genesis, and mitotic and meiotic recombination repair. obtained by inserting a PGK puromycin expression cassette in an

unique XhoI site of an approximately 7 kb genomic fragment of the
mouse CSB gene (van der Horst et al., 1997). Targeted integration

Experimental Procedures in the RB and CSB loci was distinguished from random integration
by DNA blot analysis using appropriate probes flanking the targeting

Construction of mRAD54 Targeting Vectors constructs (data not shown).
An mRAD54 cDNA fragment was used to screen a lambda phage
and a cosmid genomic library made from a 129/Sv mouse strain

Generation of mRAD54 Mutant Mice(kindly provided by G. Grosveld and N. Galjart, respectively). Geno-
Cells of mRAD54307neo-targeted clones were karyotyped, and ES cells

mic fragments hybridizing to the mRAD54 cDNA were subcloned in
from clones with 40 chromosomes were used for injection into

pBluescript II KS (Stratagene). The location of the intron–exon bor-
C57BL/6 blastocysts (Zhou et al., 1995). Male chimeric mice were

ders was determined by DNA sequencing, restriction site mapping,
mated with C57BL/6 females and found to transmit the disrupted

and PCR analysis. An approximately 9 kb EcoRI fragment encom-
mRAD54 allele to the germline. mRAD542/2 mice were obtained by

passing exons 4, 5, and 6 and containing a unique SfuI restriction
intercrossing F1 heterozygotes. Genotyping was performed by DNA

site in exon 4 was subcloned in pBluescript II KS. Three targeting
blot analysis with a flanking probe or PCR analysis or both.vectors were made. The first was made by inserting a cassette with

the neomycin resistance gene driven by the TK promoter in the
unique SfuI site of exon 4. The resulting mRAD54 allele is refered Flow Cytometric Analysis

Single-cell suspensions from lymphoid tissues were prepared andto as mRAD54307neo. A second targeting vector was madeby inserting
a PGK hygromycin expression cassette in the unique exon 4 SfuI site stained with monoclonal antibodies, and 3 3 104 cells were scored

with a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, Sunnyvale, CA)(mRAD54307hyg), and a third targeting vector was made by inserting a
PGK puromycin cassette in the SfuI site (mRAD54307pur). (Hendriks et al., 1996). Antibodies obtained from Pharmingen (San
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Diego, CA) included phycoerythrin (PE)–conjugated anti-CD4, anti- the SNF2 family of proteins: subfamilies with distinct sequences
and functions. Nucleic Acids Res. 23, 2715–2723.CD25, anti-CD43, anti-CD5, biotinylated anti-IgM, anti-CD8, fluores-

cein isothiocyanate–conjugated anti-B220/RA3–6B2, and anti-CD3. Eki, T., Naitou, M., Hagiwara, H., Abe, M., Ozawa, M., Sasanuma,
Phycoerythrin-conjugated anti-IgD was purchased from Southern S., Sasanuma, M., Tsuchiya, Y., Shibata, T., Watanabe, K., Ono, A.,
Biotechnology Associates (Birmingham, AL). Purified monoclonal Yamazaki, M.A., Tashiro, H., Hanaoka, F., and Murakami, Y. (1996).
antibodies anti-Thy1/59AD22, anti-TCRab/H57597, and anti-TCRgd/ Fifteen open reading frames in a 30.8 kb region of the right arm of
GL3 were conjugated to biotin using standard procedures. TriColor- chromosome VI from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Yeast 12, 177–190.
conjugated streptavidin (Caltag Laboratories, CA) was used as a

Game, J.C. (1993). DNA double-strand breaks and the RAD50-secondary antibody.
RAD57 genes in Saccharomyces. Semin. Cancer Biol. 4, 73–83.

Gellert, M. (1996). A new view of V(D)J recombination. Genes toSerum Immunoglobulin Detection
Cells 1, 269–275.Levels of immunoglobulin subclasses in serum were measured by

sandwich ELISA using unlabeled anti-mouse immunoglobulin sub- Gupta, R.C., Bazemore, L.R., Golub, E.I., and Radding C.M. (1997).
class-specific antibodies (Southern Biotechnology) as capture re- Activities of human recombination protein Rad51. Proc. Natl. Acad.
agents. Serially diluted sera were incubated for 3 hr. Subsequently, Sci. USA 94, 463–468.
peroxidase-labeled anti-mouse immunoglobulin subclass-specific

Haber, J.E. (1995). In vivo biochemistry: physical monitoring of re-antibodies and azino-bis-ethylbenz-thiazoline-sulfonic acid were
combination induced by site-specific endonucleases. Bioessays 17,added.
609–620.
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